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1. ABSTRACT
Besides calcium, growth/differentiation of primary
keratinocyte cultures can be controlled by pharmacological
means. In particular, treatment with the phorbol ester TPA
(12-0-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate) induces growth
arrest as well as expression of a set of differentiation
markers such as involucrin, loricrin and filaggrin. However,
expression of other markers induced

Growth/differentiation control of normal epithelial
cells has been relatively understudied, because of the
complexities
involved
in
their
cultivation
and
characterization. The present review is focused on progress
in this area using the mouse primary keratinocyte system.
This system reproduces under well defined culture
conditions the switch between epithelial cell growth and
differentiation which occurs in vivo, and enables the study
of cells derived from wild type mice as well as mice with
specific genetic alterations.

by calcium, such as keratin 1 and 10, are not induced by
TPA but are actually inhibited (5). TPA treatment also fails
to induce any of the important changes in cell structure and
adhesion which occur in response to calcium, but causes
keratinocytes to "round up" and detach from the dish (6).
As mentioned, keratinocytes which spontaneoulsy detach
from the dish in cultures under low calcium conditions,
exhibit many of the biochemical properties of terminally
differentiated cells, even if none of the associated structural
changes.

2. INTRODUCTION
The epidermis is characterized by a polarized
pattern of epithelial growth and differentiation, with a single
basal layer of proliferating keratinocytes and multiple
overlying differentiated layers. Mouse primary keratinocytes
cultured in medium at low calcium concentrations (0.05
mM; low calcium medium) exhibit many properties of basal
epidermal cells, and proliferate indefinitely with no contact
inhibition and continuous shedding into the medium (1).
The shed keratinocytes express many if not all markers
characteristic of the upper epidermal layers, and are
irreversibly committed to differentiation (2, 3). In fact, these
cells are still biochemically and transcriptionally active, but
cannot be made to reattach and resume proliferation.

A similar biochemical program of differentiation is
also induced by bringing keratinocytes artificially into
suspension (7, 2).
Important questions that can be answered using
this system are 1) which are the signal(s) that trigger the
switch between keratinocyte growth and differentiation; 2)
which are the intermediate biochemical pathways that are
responsible for transduction of the differentiation signal; 3)
which are the primary transcription and cell cycle regulatory
events that are triggered by these signaling pathways.

Addition of calcium to these cultures induces
differentiation of the attached keratinocytes, triggering
changes which more closely resemble those occurring in
vivo, including establishment of close intercellular contacts
(i.e. adherens junction and desmosome formation),
stratification and corneification (1). By 24 hours of calcium
treatment, >95% of attached keratinocytes become arrested
in the G1 phase of the cell cycle (4). Induction of growth
arrest is coupled with expression of biochemical markers of
differentiation (keratin 1 and 10; involucrin; loricrin; filaggrin;
epidermal transglutaminase).
However, irreversible
committment to differentiation occurs only at a later time, in
that after 1 day of calcium exposure, still >50% of attached
cells can resume proliferation if they are switched back to

3. SIGNALS WHICH CONTROL THE SWITCH
BETWEEN KERATINOCYTE GROWTH AND
DIFFERENTIATION
As mentioned, increased extracellular calcium
elicits a rather complete differentiation program, inducing
not only biochemical markers but also many of the structural
changes which occur in vivo. An important question is
whether extracellular calcium serves as a trigger for
keratinocyte differentiation not only in culture, but also in the
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intact skin. Consistent with this latter possibility is the fact
that an increased gradient of calcium concentrations has
been reported to exist in vivo, from the basal to upper
epidermal layers. In particular, ion-capture cytochemistry
(Oxalate-pyroantimonate technique) has indicated that
extracellular calcium concentrations are significantly
increased in the mid to upper granular layers (8), and a
steady increase of calcium towards the corneified layer has
been observed by particle probe methods (electron probe
and proton probe X-ray microanalysis) (9).

mechanism, increase in cell-cell adhesion and detachment
from the basement membrane could all be involved.
4. INTERMEDIATE SIGNALLING PATHWAYS
WHICH
ARE
RESPONSIBLE
FOR
TRANSDUCTION OFTHE DIFFERENTIATION
SIGNAL
The several, relatively independent signals which
are involved in control of keratinocyte differentiation, may
trigger common signaling pathways or, alternatively, may
activate some specific pathways, which converge further
downstream. Biochemical evidence suggests that both
situations apply. In particular, the immediate/early signalling
pathways triggered by calcium and TPA have been
characterized in detail, they overlap only partially, and have a
substantially different time course of activation.

Other calcium-responsive cells, such as
parathyroid cells, express on their surface a low affinity
transmembrane calcium receptor (10). Binding of calcium
and/or other divalent or trivalent cations to this receptor
triggers downtream signalling pathways which include
phospholipase C activation and increase of intracellular
calcium. Functional evidence indicates that a similar
calcium-sensor mechanism may also be operative in
keratinocytes (11), and an RT-PCR product with a
sequence very similar if not identical to the parathyroid
calcium receptor has been cloned from cultured
keratinocytes (12). Thus, activation of a specific calciumreceptor may serve as a trigger for keratinocyte
differentiation both in vitro and in vivo, with expression of
this receptor - and sensitivity to calcium - possibly
increasing as cells become committed to differentiate.

As discussed, increased extracellular calcium acts
at the keratinocyte cell surface, favoring processes such as
cell-cell and cell-substrate interactions, and/or triggering a
direct calcium-receptor mechanism.
Intracellularly,
phospholipase C (PLC) activation has been reported to
occur within 30 seconds to 1 minute of calcium treatment,
through an as yet undefined mechanism (16). Phosphatidyl
inositol breakdown results in inositol 3 phosphate
production, which in turn may trigger the very early increase
of intracellular calcium concentrations (17), likely by
mobilization from intracellular stores. A direct influx of
extracellular calcium through voltage--independent channels
has also been reported (18), but it may occur as a relatively
late event, which could account for the second and
sustained increase in intracellular calcium levels. Increased
intracellular calcium could in turn activate a number of
calcium-dependent pathways, such calcium/caldmodulindependent kinases and phosphatases (19). Surprisingly little
is know about activation of these pathways in calciuminduced keratinocyte differentiation. Ongoing work in our
laboratory suggests that the calcium-dependent phosphatase
calcineurin (PP2B) may be involved.
Pyk2, a novel
tyrosine kinase of the Fak family directly activated by
calcium has been recently reported to be induced in
neuronal differentiation (20). However, no such activation
has been found to occur in differentiating keratinocytes (our
unpublished observations).

As an alternative to these possibilities, calcium
may trigger keratinocyte differentiation through more indirect
mechanisms, such as by promoting close cell cell contacts.
As already mentioned, one of the earliest and most
important changes associated with calcium-induced
keratinocyte differentiation is establishment of close
intercellular contacts, through adherens junction and
desmosome formation (13,14). These contacts exert a deep
influence on the organization of the submembranous
cytoskeleton. An attractive but as yet little explored
possibility is that, both in vitro and in vivo, increased cell
cell adhesion serves as a primary trigger leading to
keratinocyte growth arrest and differentiation. In this case,
the differentiation-inducing capability of calcium would be
limited to in vitro conditions where calcium concentrations
are artificially modulated, while, in vivo, calcium may not be
limiting, and other factors controlling cell adhesion could be
involved.
Besides promoting cell adhesion, Increased
extracellular calcium induces stratification, i.e. sliding of
cells over each other with concomitant loss of adhesion to
the substrate (6). This could be a third mechanism by
which calcium induces differentiation, consistent with the
fact that spontaneous or artificially-induced detachment of
keratinocytes from the matrix is also associated with the
induction of biochemical markers of differentiation, as well
as growth arrest (2,3,7). In vivo, migration of keratinocytes
from the basal to the immediately adjacent spinous layer
could also serve as an important trigger for later
differentiation events. Keratinocyte attachment to the
underlying extracellular matrix is mediated, at least in part,
by integrin-based focal adhesions. Besides attachment,
these structures mediate cell spreading and migration and
may contribute significantly to control of the switch between
keratinocyte growth and differentiation (15).

The other product of phosphatidyl inositol
breakdown, diacyl glycerol (DAG), is also increased at very
early times of calcium treatment (16). DAG is known to
function as a direct activator of protein kinase C, and this
family of kinases is strongly activated by TPA, the other
potent - if only partial - inducer of keratinocyte
differentiation. Several isoforms of PKC exist, which differ
substantially in their requirements for activation, exhibit
separate subcellular distributions, and may phosphorylate
rather different substrates (21). Involvement of the PKCalpha isoform in calcium-induced differentiation is indicated
by the fact that treatment of primary mouse keratinocytes
with PKC-alpha antisense oligonucleotides abrogates
induction of late differentiation markers such as loricrin,
filaggrin and SPR-1 (22). Induction of these same markers
is also reduced in keratinocytes where the PKC-alpha, -delta
and
-epsilon
isoforms
are
pharmacologically
downmodulated (23). These three isoforms also translocate
to the cell particulate fraction upon calcium induced
differentiation (24). A role for the PKC-eta isoform is
suggested by the observation that cholesterol sulfate, a
potent but non-specific activator of this isoform, functions

In conclusion, the well ordered program of
keratinocyte differentiation is probably controlled by several
signals, which may function in both a parallel and
complementary fashion. An extracellular calcium sensing
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as a strong inducer of late differentiation marker expression
(25). Cholesterol sulfate itself accumulates in the granular
layer of the epidermis, suggesting that even in vivo this
molecule may serve as an important inducer of keratinocyte
differentiation through modulation of PKC function (26).

was not identified with any of the known tyrosine kinases
that were examined. Syk, a novel epithelial-specific tyrosine
kinase, is also activated at very early times of calciuminduced keratinocyte differentiation, but does not appear to
be the kinase directly responsible for p62 phosphorylation
(33).

Besides playing a primary role in keratinocyte
differentiation, the various PKC isoforms are themselves
modulated during the differentiation process, with total
levels of PKC-alpha being decreased and those of PKCepsilon and PKC-eta increased in calcium-treated
keratinocytes (25). The mechanism(s) responsible for this
differential regulation of PKC isoforms remain to be
established.

A second tyrosine kinase activity, induced in
response to both calcium and TPA, was identified as Fyn, a
tyrosine kinase of the Src family (6). Fyn activation occurs
a few hours after calcium-induced differentiation, but
already within 5 minutes of TPA treatment. None of the
other Src-family members appears to be activated after
either calcium or TPA treatment, nor is Fak, a non-integral
membrane tyrosine kinase closely associated with Srckinases at sites of focal adhesion (our unpublished
observations). The functional significance of Fyn kinase
activation
was
investigated
by
examining
the
growth/differentiation behavior of keratinocytes derived
from mice with a homozygous disruption of the fyn gene
(6). Cultured keratinocytes from fyn-, yes- or src-mutant
mice reach confluence at approximately the same time as
wild type controls, indicating that the absence of any of
these kinases has no severe effects on keratinocyte growth
under basal culture conditions. However, after calcium
treatment, fyn- but not src- or yes-negative keratinocytes
show defective stratification, and assume a much larger size
than their wild type counterparts. Accentuated
morphological differences were also found after TPA
exposure; unlike wild type cells, the mutant keratinocytes
did not assume the typical spindle morphology induced by
TPA, and failed to detach from the dish after 24 hours
treatment (6). Biochemically, the fyn deficient keratinocytes
expressed specific differentiation markers (filaggrin, loricrin)
to a much lesser extent than control or yes knockout
keratinocytes, in response to either calcium or TPA.

Thus, intracellular calcium-, PLC- and protein
kinase C-dependent pathways seem to play an important
role in control of keratinocyte differentiation. However, the
specific contributions of any of these pathways remain to be
elucidated.
5. TYROSINE PHOSPHORYLATION: KEY TO
REGULATION
OF
KERATINOCYTE
DIFFERENTIATION
As has been shown in other unrelated
differentiation and systems (27), induction of tyrosine
phosphorylation occurs as an early and specific event in
keratinocyte differentiation in response to both calcium and
TPA (28). Specific tyrosine kinase inhibitors (Genistein,
Herbimycin A) were shown to block the response to both
agents (28), indicating that induction of tyrosine
phosphorylation is not merely coincidental with the
differentiation process, but plays a necessary regulatory
function. Tyrosine phosphorylation of a single ~60 kD
protein was found to occur within 5' of calcium treatment,
while tyrosine phosphorylation of a second protein of ~8085 kD was induced by both calcium and TPA. The p60
protein was identified as "p62", a tyrosine phosphorylated
protein which associates the Ras-GTPase Activating Protein
(29) and may be similar, but probably not identical (30), to
an adaptor protein found in association with ras-GAP in
other types of cells (31,32). In keratinocytes, p62 tyrosine
phosphorylation is induced specifically in response to
increased extracellular calcium, and not to increased
intracellular calcium levels (by calcium ionophores) nor TPA
exposure, nor treatment with a mitogen such as EGF or a
growth inhibitory agent such as TGF-ß (11,29). Unlike p62,
ras-GAP itself does not become tyrosine phosphorylated,
but translocates to the membrane as early as 10' after
exposure to calcium (but not TPA) (29). In this context,
endogenous ras proteins do not appear to be significantly
activated, suggesting that the p62/ras-GAP pathway may
fulfill some unrelated function in these cells.

Cortactin, an 80-85kD substrate of Src and Fyn
kinases which localizes with actin at cell adhesion sites (34),
was found to be increasingly tyrosine phosphorylated after
exposure to both calcium and TPA, with a time course
similar to that of Fyn activation (6). Interestingly, tyrosine
phosphorylation of the 80-85 kD proteins is strongly
decreased in keratinocytes derived from fyn but not yes or
src knockouts, indicating that Fyn may be the kinase which
is mainly responsible for phosphorylation of this group of
proteins.
An important question raised by these studies is
what is the physiological function(s) of tyrosine kinase
activation - and of Fyn in particular - in keratinocyte
differentiation, and what are the specific downstream
signaling pathways. Also, the skin of fyn knockout mice
shows decreased expression of differentiation markers at
birth, but looks otherwise normal (6). Thus, additional
mechanisms must operate in vivo , which compensate for
lack of Fyn function.

In parallel with these changes, at least two distinct
tyrosine kinase activities were found to be induced at the
onset of keratinocyte differentiation (6). One of these
activities, immunoprecipitated by anti-phosphotyrosine
antibodies, is specifically increased by calcium and a
number of other divalent cations from the outside of the cell,
suggesting that an extracellular cation-sensor mechanism is
involved. Induction of this kinase activity occurs within
minutes of calcium exposure (6), and correlates with the
rapid tyrosine phosphorylation of p62 (11,29). This activity

6.
TRANSCRIPTION
AND
CELL
CYCLE
REGULATORY EVENTS CONNECTED WITH THE
ONSET OF KERATINOCYTE DIFFERENTIATION
As discussed above, in keratinocyte differentiation
at least two distinct signaling pathways exist. One is
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specifically triggered by increased extracellular calcium
(such as p62 tyrosine phosphorylation), the other is
activated in response to both calcium and TPA (associated
with Fyn kinase activation). An important question is how
these pathways are linked to transcription and cell cycle
regulation, and whether, at the transcriptional level, the
response to calcium and TPA remains partially distinct.

boxes and an interplay with other transcription factors,
possibly cell type specific. Expression level and DNA
binding activity of Sp3 (and Sp1) do not appear to change
in keratinocyte differentiation. Other important regulatory
factors which could bind the minimal region of the p21
promoter and with which Sp3 may functionally interact
include E2F family members (43). Intriguingly, expression
of a specific member of this family, E2F 5, has been found
to be significantly increased in differentiating keratinocytes
of the upper epidermal layers (44). The possibility that
modulation of GC-binding factors extends beyond p21
control in keratinocyte differentiation is supported by the
fact that a functionally important GC-rich region similar to
that present in the p21 promoter has been found in the
promoters of genes for the keratinocyte differentiation
markers SPRP and transglutaminase (45, 46). Regulation
of these promoters by the concomitant action of Sp1 and
Ets-related factors has been reported (45,46), and an
epithelial-specific Ets factor has been identified which may
be involved in control of these promoters (47, 48).

Expression of the cyclin dependent kinase (CDK)
inhibitor p21WAF1/Cip1, and the related p27Kip1 molecule,
increases within 4 hours of calcium-induced differentiation
(4, 35). The induction of these CDK inhibitors is the earliest
detectable modification in cell cycle regulatory molecules,
and could account, at least in part, for calcium-induced
growth arrest (50% inhibition of DNA synthesis by 8-12
hours of calcium treatment) (4).
Like p62 tyrosine
phosphorylation, p21 expression increases specifically in
response to extracellular calcium and is not induced by
artificially raised intracellular calcium levels, nor by TPA
treatment (35, 36). Induction of p21 can be explained by
transcriptional activation of the p21 promoter, which is
unlinked from p53 but dependent on p300, a transcriptional
coactivator which is decreasingly phosphorylated by 6-12
hours of calcium treatment (35).

The p21 promoter can be induced in the HaCaT
human keratinocyte cell line by TGF-ß treatment (49),
through the same Sp1/Sp3 binding site required for
induction in mouse keratinocyte differentiation. In contrast
to HaCaT cells, no induction of the p21 promoter occurs
after TGF-ß treatment of mouse primary keratinocytes (36).
In spite of these differences, which may be due to the use of
cells of human versus mouse origin, and/or primary cells
versus an established cell line, the possibility that TGF-ß
and differentiation signaling pathways converge at the point
of p21 promoter induction is an exciting one, which will
deserve further attention.

A number of signal transduction pathways may
converge to induce p21 expression by activation of its
promoter. In particular, tyrosine phosphorylation is a
critical step in the activation of the STAT family of
transcription factors, which regulate inducibility of the p21
promoter in response to EGF or IFN-gamma (37). p21
promoter activity studies revealed that the minimal region
induced in keratinocyte differentiation consists of a stretch
of 78bp close to and including the TATA box (36). This
minimal sequence does not contain any STAT recognition
sites, ruling out direct involvement of STATs in this context.
Similarly, this sequence does not contain any E box binding
sites, consistent with functional studies which indicated that
MyoD family factors, which are implicated in p21 control
during myoblasts differentiation (38), do not play a similar
role in differentiating keratinocytes. Similar considerations
apply to another important group of E box binding
transcription factors, the myc family, which have been
implicated in other aspects of keratinocyte differentiation
(39,40 and refs. therein).

Regulation of keratinocyte differentiation marker
genes is another area of active investigation. These genes
are controlled to a significant extent at the transcriptional
level, and a number of transcription factors have been
implicated in their regulation (50). Of particular importance
appear to be AP-1 family factors. A common feature of the
promoter region of most if not all differentiation-related
genes is the presence of AP-1 binding sites, and modulation
of AP-1 activity has been found to occur in keratinocytes in
response to both calcium and TPA. AP-1 factors consist
of homo- or hetero-dimers of jun (c-jun, junB, junD) and fos
((Fra-1, Fra-2, c-fos, fosB) family members, and, depending
on the dimer composition, these factors can function as
either activators or suppressors of transcription (51). The
AP-1 binding sites of different promoters are not identical
and may bind different AP-1 homo- and hetero-dimers,
which in turn could account for their different regulation. A
number of markers, such loricrin, filaggrin and involucrin,
are induced by both calcium and TPA, while others, such as
keratins 1 and 10, are induced by calcium but suppressed
by TPA. This differential regulation of keratinocyte marker
expression is paralled, and could be at least in part
explained, by differential regulation of individual AP-1
components (52).

The minimal differentiation-responsive region of
the p21 promoter is characterized by a series of GC rich
repeats. This GC region alone, although essential, is not
sufficient for promoter activation, and continuity with the
adjacent TATA box is required (36). The GC rich region is
concomitantly bound by the transcription factors Sp1 and
Sp3. A few nucleotides insertion in the GC rich region
dramatically decreases transcription factor binding as well as
promoter activity and inducibility upon differentiation. The
overexpression of either Sp1 or Sp3 restores the basal
activity of the mutated promoter, but only Sp3 can restore
its inducibility, implicating this latter factor as an important
determinant of p21 control in differentiation (36). In other
systems, Sp1 functions as a transcriptional activator,
whereas Sp3 can either activate or repress promoter activity,
depending on the individual promoter and cell line (41, 42).
The activation or repression of different promoters by Sp3
may therefore depend on subtle differences between GC

Besides changes in subunit composition,
modulation of AP-1 activity can be achieved by
phosphorylation or dephosphorylation of individual jun or
fos family members at either activating or inactivating sites
(53). Very little information is available about possible
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changes in the phosphorylation state of individual AP-1
family members which may be associated with the
keratinocyte differentiation process. This would seem
particularly relevant, since these factors are well known
substrates of kinases of the MAPK family (53), and
activation of these kinases is a likely outcome of early
signalling events triggered with keratinocyte differentiation.
In particular, we have found that treatment of keratinocytes
with TPA induces JNK and ERK1/2 kinase activitities. JNK
is known to phosphorylate jun and directly modulate its
transcriptional activity. ERK1/2 is likely to modify AP-1
activity more indirectly, by enhancing SRF-dependent
transcription and thus increasing levels of fos expression
(53) In contrast to TPA, increased extracellular calcium
leads to no JNK activation and very little if any ERK1/2
activation (our unpublished observations). These findings
are consistent with an early observation that no induction of
c-fos expression occurs after treatment of keratinocytes
with calcium, while it is readily observed with TPA (54).
Thus, the signaling pathways triggered by calcium and TPA
remain distinct even at the level of transcriptional regulation.

observed when overexpressing various p21 mutants, or the
unrelated CKI p16INK4a, although all these molecules exert
similar growth inhibition. Taken together, these findings
reveal a so far unexpected mode of p21 regulation and
function in differentiation, with this CKI playing an inhibitory
role at late stages of this process, which is not simply
amenable to cell cycle arrest. The intriguing possibility
exists that p21 functions as a bridge between signaling
complexes such as cyclin/CDKs and other multiprotein
apparatuses, such as the transcription machinery involved in
differentiation.
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